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Abstract: Red gene is an important magic weapon of the Chinese revolutionary spirit and the spiritual wealth of Sinochem’s 
excellent traditional culture. As a famous Baise Red Revolutionary City Baise College, in the teaching of ideological and political 
courses, it actively integrates the inheritance of red genes with the teaching of ideological and political courses, grasps the pulse 
of the times, uses red to build up the soul of morality and people, leads red elements, and guides red Moral education plays an 
active role in the teaching of ideological and political courses in colleges and universities. Through the teaching of ideological and 
political courses in Baise College, the author learned that the college explores how to deeply study the inheritance of red genes into 
the development path of ideological and political courses, further improve the ability to apply red and genes, and actively play the 
role of red gene inheritance and education. political value.
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General Secretary Xi Jinping emphasized that “make good use of red resources, carry forward the red tradition well, and inherit 
the red gene well”. As a famous Baise Red Revolutionary City Baise College, in the teaching of ideological and political courses, it 
actively integrates the inheritance of red genes with the teaching of ideological and political courses, grasps the pulse of the times, 
uses red to build up the soul of morality and people, leads red elements, and guides red Moral education actively exerts the red gene 
inheritance and education function and ideological and political value.
1. The value cultivation of the inheritance of red genes into the teaching of ideological 
and political courses
1.1 In-depth integration of red genes into ideological and political courses

The first is to promote the combination of the inheritance of red genes and the reform and development of college education. In 
the teaching of the red gene inheritance and activation of red gene thought, Baise College pays attention to combining Marxism in 
ideology, the party’s red tradition, red cultural connotation, and red gene in the teaching of ideological and political courses, and the 
spirit of Baise casts the red soul “Three Completes”. The school-running tenet of “Educate People”, combined with the school-running 
practice of cultivating people by virtue, education and teaching reform and career development, establish and improve institutional 
guarantee systems such as the leadership system and working mechanism for inheriting the red gene, and related policies and 
regulations, so that the inheritance of the red gene can truly be achieved. There are rules to follow, joint management, and collaborative 
education. The second is to promote the combination of the inheritance of red genes and the level of education and teaching in colleges 
and universities. Baise College actively develops red education and teaching classes that integrate ideology, education, knowledge, 
interest and appeal. , Red Internet “Casting Red Soul” classroom, “Xi Jinping’s Red Classic Quotations Appreciation” public elective 
course, “Situation and Policy” and other red ideological and political courses, incorporating red elements, so that the culture and 
spirit inherited by red genes penetrate into every teacher In the hearts of students, strengthen the extracurricular emotional experience 
of college students in the classroom, tell the stories of the red revolution and heroes through red experience and ritual education, 
and guide college students to understand every historical event, every revolutionary hero, every hero in the vivid textbook of red 
education. A deep understanding of the red cultural connotation of each revolutionary cultural relic and each revolutionary spirit will 
eventually reach the realm of belief of “learning enlightenment” and “practice”, so as to continuously improve the teaching level of 
ideological and political teachers.
1.2 The value of red genes integrated into ideological and political courses

One is social value. The teaching of ideological and political courses in Baise College continuously strengthens the in-depth 
research on red history and the excavation and condensing of red spirit, with special emphasis on the excavation of the characteristics 
of red resources such as spiritual form. Through the Xiangjiang Battle Memorial Hall, the Baise Uprising Monument, the original 
Baigu Red Army Village display The traditional revolutionary education bases such as the Monument to the Martyrs of the Red Army 
in Baigu Village, etc., activate the red gene, make the red story reproduce history, make the revolutionary history vivid and real, and 
become a social classroom for patriotic education of college students, fully demonstrating the social value of the red gene inheritance. 
The second is educational value. Baise City is a revolutionary red city for ethnic minorities and a key experimental area for national 
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development and opening up. With the expansion of the field of opening up to the outside world, the ideological and cultural exchang-
es with neighboring countries have become increasingly close. Baise College promotes the advanced and revolutionary nature of the 
inheritance of the red gene of the Baise uprising spirit, grasps the nationality and regionality of the inheritance of the red gene of the 
spirit of the Baise Red City, and pays attention to eliminating the weakening of the spiritual connotation of the inheritance of the red 
gene and the vulgarization of staleness and deterioration. Spread development, restrain negative black culture erosion and unhealthy 
value orientation misleading, actively carry forward the red traditional red regional characteristic advantages of the Baise Uprising 
spirit, firm and correct spiritual and cultural guidance, and allow college students to receive education in the subtle inheritance of red 
genes With self-education, the strong awareness of red education of national unity and progress of college students is continuously 
enhanced, and the correct value identification and emotional identification are formed wholeheartedly, so as to inject positive energy 
into the development of the country.[1]

2. The practical path of integrating red gene inheritance into the teaching of ideological 
and political courses in colleges and universities

The inheritance of red genes is integrated into the ideological and political curriculum, rooted in the red blood: The ideological 
and political course of Baise College undertakes the dual mission of “casting red soul” education concept and “red and professional” 
education concept for college students, which means that college students receive revolutionary traditional education from the begin-
ning of their freshman year, implant red genes, let The pulse of the mind and soul flows with the “blood” of the red gene inheritance, 
which is always in harmony with the revolutionary culture and revolutionary spirit of the Red City and resonates at the same fre-
quency. The first is to fully integrate the revolutionary traditional “red genes” into the curriculum materials, and to carry out top-level 
design of the goals, contents and methods of the revolutionary traditional education of contemporary college students, and give full 
play to the function of the revolutionary culture and advanced socialist culture to cast and educate people. The second is to carry out 
the “Three Quan Education” system of casting red soul with Baise’s spiritual characteristics, combining the regional school-running 
characteristics of “revolution, nationality, and frontier”. The “four reds” such as red classic art, red scientific research and information 
platform are integrated into the education of ideological and political courses. From the shallower to the deeper, the principle of in-
tegrated design, based on the characteristics of students of different grades, puts forward corresponding educational content, specific 
requirements and presentation methods. Realize the organic penetration of the discipline structure arrangement combining “universal 
textbooks” and “school-based red characteristic textbooks”, and promote the red revolutionary struggle spirit and red revolutionary 
culture to be heard in the ears and minds of college students. Mechanism, in order to enhance the educational function of the course 
materials in enhancing the political consciousness of college students, recognizing the traditional revolutionary spirit, and cultivating 
a good style of work.[2]

3. Conclusion
The integration of red gene inheritance into the teaching of ideological and political courses is a compulsory course for “red moral 

education” in colleges and universities in the new era. This is of great significance for cultivating the ideological and moral character 
of college students, enhancing the education of college students’ ideals and beliefs, and consciously practicing the core socialist 
values. Baise College pays attention to the Baise spirit and casts a red soul. The education of “Three Complete Education” obviously 
has a unique education and teaching method, and the most important thing is to make full use of the regional advantages and historical 
characteristics. It is not enough to integrate the inheritance of red genes into the teaching of ideological and political courses within 
and outside the classroom. It is necessary to further enrich and deepen the awareness of the Chinese nation’s community. Through the 
excellent cultural resources of China, the red elements are integrated into the education to enhance the unity and progress of all ethnic 
groups. To the cohesion of red gene inheritance, innovation and development and the great practical role of national rejuvenation.
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